Sponsored Programs Year-to-Date

The top section of this page displays year-over-year tracking of four metrics:

- Sponsored Program Expense
- Indirect Expense
- Proposals
- Awards

Each default graphical display is supplemented by a data table. Current-year data exclude the current month to avoid the appearance of a flattened trend partial-month data would suggest.

Proposal Success Rates

Proposal success rates are summarized for the current and prior three fiscal years. As on other dashboards only proposals classified in Cayuse as New, Renewal or Resubmission are included in these calculations. The success rate is calculated as successful proposals / total proposals, but “in progress” proposals which it is premature to classify as unsuccessful are identified to clarify current year activity. In progress proposals are those submitted within a year of the dashboard date that are neither successful nor unsuccessful because no response has been received from the sponsor. Additional information about proposal metrics is provided in the Departmental Metrics metadata. Departmental Metrics proposal metadata.

Department Data

The bottom of this page distributes sponsored program expense and funding requested by administering department.

Top 20 Researchers Subpage

A subpage lists the school's top researchers in the current fiscal year according to

- Highest aggregate funding proposal requests (top off the page)
- Highest aggregate funding awards (bottom)

Because the proposal data include success rates only new, competitive renewal and resubmission proposals are included.

The the data are for proposals submitted and awards received in the current fiscal year.

Source

UDW+ UDM Projects